
Model:  TRADITIONAL A28028-0LL-SP, 28”W 20”D 80”H 
The very first FOREMAN Athletic Locker designed in 2008, is made out of 3/8” 
FUNDERMAX Compact Laminate. It has a full size upper compartment with 
an assisting gas spring and a Lockable Lower Compartment with an 
operable lid or a Drawer as an option. Shown here with optional LED Light, 
upholstered seat pad and engraved Customer’s Logo on the back panel.

MODEL: CHAMPION A38028-SSC 28”W 20”D 80”H

Starting at $405

Starting at $435

Fully featured FOREMAN Pro/Multi Sport Locker with Split Upper Shelf 
for the Safe Compartment and an Open Cubbie. 

Spacious Drawer for an Open Cubbie may replace Lower Compartment. 
The model has a panel to attach a name plate, a standard clothes bar and two 

side HAFELA hooks.

Football/Baseball Locker with Upper shelf, 80” Traditional Athletic Locker 
with comfortable declined lower front panel with vent holes on the front.
IFeatured with a safe compartment and a small cubby, open upper shelve for 
a sports garment and spacios lower compartment with operable lid.
May have standard 18”, 20”, 24”, 28” or custom width.

This is the Most Value Per Locker. This model is made out of FUNDERMAX 
Compact Laminate and Extruded Aircraft Quality Aluminum Profile 
minimizing the solid phenolic usage. This model has two lockable 

compartments, standard clothes bar and two side hooks. Comes in 72” or 80” 
height. Our MVP model is a perfrect solution for college/high 

school/university sports program. 

FOREMAN PRODUCTS, LLC 41330 Date St, Murrieta, CA 92562 (951) 677-1955 www.foremanlockers.com

FOREMAN Athletic Lockers

Bringing new technologies and modern design ideas, FOREMAN Lockers are able to meet requirements for all athletic 
facilities. More than half of our projects are customized, free of charge, which enables us to be on the cutting edge of new 
trends and demands.  We cater for all types of lockers, from traditional single-tier, all the way up to a fully customized 
specialty locker, while staying within budget. 

ConstConstructed of durable phenolic paneling and featuring our unique integrated hinges made from aircraft quality aluminum,, 
FOREMAN Athletic Lockers are designed to meet the specific requirements of each team sport. Ample storage is provided 
with both upper and lower lockable compartments. Available in 18, 24, 28, 30, 32 and 36 inch widths, and come in a wide 
variety of colors and patterns. We can also imprint your team logo or design! 

The lower bench seat features premium Naugahyde® seat pads with commercial grade foam padding, exceeding the quality 
and durability of top-class sports team changing rooms, 

All FOREMAN® Phenolic lockers come with a 20-year limited warranty.    

MODEL: SCHOLARSHIP A42480-SSL. 24”W 24”D 80”H.

MODEL: MVP A52472-0SL. 24”W 24”D 72”H 

Starting at $465

Starting at $325


